Origin of copper as a unique catalyst for C–C coupling in electrocatalytic CO$_2$ reduction†
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High yields of C$_2$ products through electrocatalytic CO$_2$ reduction (eCO$_2$R) can only be obtained using Cu-based catalysts. Here, we adopt the generalized frontier molecular orbital (MO) theory based on first-principles calculations to identify the origin of this unique property of Cu. We use the grand canonical ensemble (or fixed potential) approach to ensure that the calculated Fermi level, which serves as the frontier orbital of the metal catalyst, accurately represents the applied electrode potentials. We determine that the key intermediate OCCO assumes a U-shape configuration with the two C atoms bonded to the Cu substrate. We identify the frontier MOs that are involved in the C–C coupling. The good alignment of the Fermi level of Cu with these frontier MOs is perceived to account for the excellent catalytic performance of Cu for C–C coupling. It is expected that these new insights could provide useful guidance in tuning Cu-based catalysts as well as designing non-Cu catalysts toward high-efficiency eCO$_2$R.

Electrocatalytic CO$_2$ reduction (eCO$_2$R) is a promising method to convert CO$_2$ to valuable chemicals or fuels. Currently, eCO$_2$R to C$_1$ products has achieved high selectivity with faradaic efficiency over 95% and high current density up to hundreds of mA cm$^{-2}$. However, the selectivity and current density for C$_2$ products still cannot meet industrial requirements. So far, Cu-based catalysts, which exhibit excellent performance in catalyzing the conversion of CO$_2$ to C$_1$, C$_2$, and even products with longer carbon chains, are the only ones capable of achieving a high yield of C$_2$ products from CO$_2$. To achieve higher yield towards C$_2$ products, it is imperative to understand the reaction pathway, especially the rate-determining step.

The rate-determining step towards C$_2$ products is identified to be C–C coupling. Among various C–C coupling mechanisms, the most established one involves the CO–CO coupling to produce OCCO adsorbed on the catalyst surface. To ascertain the origin of copper in forming C$_2$ products, it is essential to determine the unique catalytic role of copper in catalyzing the CO–CO coupling. The frontier molecular orbital (MO) theory is a relevant tool for understanding the reaction mechanism at electronic structure level. For electrocatalytic reaction, this theory could be generalized by taking the Fermi level of the metal catalyst as a frontier orbital. In such a case, accurately determining the alignment between the Fermi level of the electrode and the MO levels of the adsorbates becomes critically important. The system must be described by the grand canonical ensemble with variable numbers of electrons in the system so that the Fermi level is in accordance with the applied electrode potential. Fixed potential method (FPM), coupled with the implicit solvent model, is a state-of-the-art method to simulate electrocatalytic processes in the grand canonical ensemble. In contrast, in the conventional computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) method, the total charge of the system is fixed so that the Fermi level of the electrode cannot be directly related to the experimentally applied voltage.

In this paper, we aim to identify the origin of copper’s unique performance in catalyzing the CO–CO coupling. We employed the FPM to ensure the alignment of the Fermi level and the frontier MO levels under the desired applied electrode potentials. We first examined the stability of two debated OCCO configurations under the explicit solvent model to determine the configuration involved in CO–CO coupling. We also established a notation system for the MOs of the OCCO molecule to help track the evolution of the MOs during CO–CO coupling. We then identified the crucial MOs driving the reaction. Last, we conducted a comparative analysis with other metallic catalysts.
to elucidate why copper uniquely exhibits its remarkable catalytic properties in CO–CO coupling.

Our first-principles study was based on the density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in Vienna *Ab initio* Simulation Package (VASP). In the grand canonical ensemble, the electroneutrality of the system was maintained in the presence of countercharges introduced through the implicit solvent model, as implemented in the VASPSol code. The grand canonical electronic energy (GCEE) can be expressed as,

$$ F(q) = E(q) - q\epsilon_F $$

where $E(q)$ is the calculated electronic energy with added electrons $q$ and $\epsilon_F$ is the Fermi level. The grand canonical free energy (GCFE) can be obtained by

$$ \Omega(q) = F(q) + ZPE + \int C_dT - TS $$

where ZPE is the zero-point energy, $C_v$ is the constant volume heat capacity and $S$ is the entropy at temperate $T$. Models for the explicit solvent calculations were obtained via machine learning accelerated molecular dynamics simulations, which have DFT-like accuracy. Other details about the computational methods can be found in the ESI.

Regarding the configuration of OCCO on Cu substrate, there are two possibilities. Fig. 1a shows the configuration with one C atom and one O atom bonded to the Cu substrate, which is denoted here as L-shape. The L-shape configuration was first proposed based on DFT calculations without considering the presence of solvent. Fig. 1b shows the configuration with two C atoms bonded to the Cu substrate, which is denoted as U-shape. The stability of U-shape and L-shape were compared in some calculations without the explicit water solvent.

We calculated the GCEE of the L-shape and U-shape OCCO on Cu substrate with explicitly considering the water solvent. Fig. 1c shows the GCEE curves as a function of added charge ($q$), which is directly related to the electrode potential, as shown in Fig. S1 in the ESL. The curves are quadratic functions. As the electrons are injected into the systems, the adsorbed water molecules gradually desorb due to the repulsion between the charged metallic surface and the water molecules. When the desorption happens, discontinuity can be observed on the GCEE curves. The maxima are located at the neutral charge state ($q = 0$). The GCEE of the U-shape is consistently lower than that of the L-shape by about 0.4 eV. Our results suggest that the U-shape OCCO should be the actual configuration involved in the CO–CO coupling under experimental conditions.

We investigated the origin of this difference by using the crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP) analysis as shown in Fig. S2 in the ESL. We found that the Cu–C and Cu–O bonds in the L-shape configuration exhibit more negative values than the Cu–C bonds in the U-shape configuration near the Fermi level, which indicates that the antibonding interactions between the L-shape adsorbate and the Cu surface are stronger than that between the U-shape adsorbate and the Cu surface, resulting in the instability of L-shape OCCO.

We also carried out calculations using the implicit solvent model without explicitly including the water molecules. In this case, the U-shape OCCO adsorbate is unstable. Only when electrons are added to the system, it can be stabilized. In contrast, including the explicit water solvent, the U-shape OCCO adsorbate can be stabilized even when electrons are extracted from the system. These results indicate that the explicit solvent could help the electrons accumulate on the OCCO adsorbate and enhance its stability.

Our study aimed to identify the frontier MOs underlying the CO–CO coupling catalyzed by the Cu surface. For a free CO molecule, it has eight MOs, namely, $\sigma_s$, $\sigma_p$, degenerate $\pi_s$ and $\pi_p$, degenerate $\pi^*_s$ and $\pi^*_p$, and $\sigma^*_s$ and $\sigma^*_p$, arranged in increasing order of energy in Fig. 2. For simplicity, we denoted these MOs as $s$ ($\sigma_s$), $S(\sigma^*_s)$, $p$ ($\sigma_p$), $x$ ($\pi_s$), $y$ ($\pi_p$), $X(\pi^*_s)$, $Y(\pi^*_p)$ and $P(\sigma^*_p)$.
respectively, where the bonding MOs are labeled with lowercase letters and the antibonding MOs are labeled with capital letters. Because the \( \epsilon_p \) (or P) MO is too high in energy to play a significant role in the reaction, we did not trace its evolution in this work.

We first analyzed the MOs of a free U-shape OCCO molecule, whose structure is fixed at the one as in Fig. 1b. Coupling the two CO molecules gives rise to a total of 16 bonding and antibonding MOs for the OCCO molecule. We used a hyphen and a vertical bar to represent the bonding and antibonding MOs, respectively. By this notation, the 16 MOs of the free OCCO molecule are denoted by \( s-s, s|s, S-S, S|S, p-p, p|p, x-x, x|x, y-y, y|y, X-X, X|X, Y-Y, Y|Y, P-P \) and \( P|P \). From Fig. 2, it is seen that the highest occupied MO (HOMO) for the free OCCO molecule is \( p|p \), while the lowest unoccupied MOs (LUMO) are \( X-X \) and \( Y-Y \), which are nearly degenerate.

Next, we investigated the MOs of OCCO adsorbed on the Cu(100) surface by the FPM approach with explicit water solvent. Fig. 3 shows the eigenvalue spectrum at the \( \Gamma \) point of the supercell, where the vertical axis represents the projection of each eigenstate onto the OCCO adsorbate. Clearly, the MOs of OCCO strongly hybridize with the Cu substrate as reflected by the fact that there are more than 16 states having significant projection on the OCCO adsorbate. As shown in Fig. S3 in the ESI† the Cu 3d orbitals start from about \(-8 \) eV below the Fermi level. Within this range, all the MOs of OCCO above the energy level of the \( p-p \) orbital hybridize with the Cu 3d orbitals and split into two or more levels. Fig. S4 in the ESI† shows the partial charge densities for the labelled states in Fig. 3, from which the hybridization can be better visualized. The \( p|p \) orbital exhibits the largest splitting suggesting that it hybridizes with the Cu 3d orbitals most strongly. Also, it can be seen that at least three MOs carry the \( p|p \) character. Based on the pDOS and COHP analysis, the \( p|p \) orbitals from \(-6 \) to \(-5 \) eV, together with the \( p-p, y-y, x-x \) and \( x|x \) orbitals, contribute to the adsorption of the OCCO molecule, as shown in Fig. S5 in the ESI†.

Comparing Fig. 2 and 3, we can see that the \( X-X \) MO is unoccupied in a free OCCO molecule and becomes occupied after adsorbing on the Cu substrate. On the one hand, this result indicates that there is electron transfer from the Cu substrate to OCCO during the adsorption. On the other hand, it suggests that the \( X-X \) MO serves as the frontier orbital for the adsorption of OCCO on the Cu substrate. Next, we will show that this \( X-X \) MO also plays the role of frontier orbital for the CO–CO coupling.

After understanding the electronic structure of the key intermediate OCCO, we proceeded to study the evolution of the OCCO MOs during the CO–CO coupling. We adopted the dimer method to locate the transition state (TS) between the initial state (IS) and final state (FS). The TSs have only one imaginary frequency at all three studied potentials and all the frequency data are listed in Table S1 in the ESI†. Both the forward energy barrier from the IS to the TS and the energy difference between the IS and the FS decrease with the increasing applied potential. However, the backward energy barrier from the FS to the TS increases with the increasing applied potential. As Fig. 4b shows, under \(-1.0 \) V (vs. SHE), the difference between the IS and the FS is declining across the Fermi level is colored with orange and the \( Y-Y \) MOs emerging upon the transition state are colored with red. We use the notations of OCCO MOs to denote the corresponding MOs in IS to keep the consistency in the following discussion.
SHE), the forward energy barrier decreases to 0.58 eV and the backward energy barrier increases to 0.34 eV.

Fig. 4c shows the eigenvalue spectra of the IS, TS and FS under −1.0 V (vs. SHE). It is seen that the X–X MO is the LUMO in the IS and TS but becomes the HOMO in the FS, which indicates that the X–X MO serves as the frontier MO in the CO–CO coupling and crosses the Fermi level during the reaction. Interestingly, the Y–Y MO emerges at the TS. To explore the MO evolution along the full reaction path, we also carried out nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations for the CO–CO coupling reaction. However, we are not able to implement the FPM in the NEB calculations yet. Also, convergence can only be achieved by excluding the water solvent. So, these calculations were only used to check the MO evolution along the reaction path. As shown in Fig. S7 in the ESI,† only when the reaction approaches the TS, the Y–Y MO below the X–X and p/p MOs suddenly appears and its energy level shifts down with the structure evolving from the TS to FS, suggesting that the emerged Y–Y state is a bonding state.

More detailed analyses on the MO evolutions are given in Fig. S6–S10 in the ESI.† The results in Fig. S10 in the ESI† show that the position of the y/y MO can be well correlated to the O–C–Cu bond angle. The energy level of the y/y MO is found to increase monotonically from the IS to FS. So, this is an energy-costing mechanism and is responsible for the reaction barrier. In other words, the increasing energy level of the y/y MO explains the bending of the O–C–Cu bond angle, which is necessary for the CO–CO coupling.

The analysis above suggests that the good alignment of the Fermi level of Cu plays a key role in charge transfer and orbital hybridization between the adsorbates (both CO and OCCO) and the substrate. We carried out similar calculations on other common metal catalysts used in electrocatalytic reactions. For a quick examination, no explicit water solvent and charges were added in these calculations. As shown in Fig. S14 in the ESI,† the key MOs X–X and Y–Y are only slightly above the Fermi level on Cu(100) surface. The natural alignment between the Fermi level of the metal catalyst and the energy levels of the frontier MOs plays a key role. As seen in Fig. 2, these orbitals are the C–C bonding MOs. So, the occupation of these MOs is crucial for the C–C coupling reaction. The better aligned these energy levels are, the lower applied potential is required in experiment to initiate the reaction. In comparison, on the (100) surface of Ni, Pt and Pd, the X–X and Y–Y MOs are separated by at least 1 eV from the Fermi level. While it is true that the applied potential can tune these energy levels to align with the Fermi level, for these metal catalysts the required potential may already induce other side reactions such as water splitting, which is consistent with the observation that they are not efficient catalysts for the eCO₂R reaction.

Before concluding, we remark that the frontier MOs X–X and Y–Y are not only observed around the Fermi level of Cu substrate in the CO–CO coupling, but also in other possible intermediate candidates discussed in the literatures.15,37 We studied the case of CO–COH coupling by hydrogenating one of the CO monomers. The eigenvalue spectra of IS, TS and FS for the CO–COH coupling are shown in Fig. S15 in the ESI.† It is seen that the MOs X–X and Y–Y emerge around the Fermi level at the TS and remain occupied at the FS. Because of the hydrogenation, the frontier MOs in CO–COH coupling are not as symmetric as in the case of CO–CO coupling. Other than that, the two reaction intermediates are similar in terms of the alignment between the frontier MOs and the Fermi level. These results suggest that the MO analysis given above and the gained insights could be generalized to the C–C coupling reactions involving other possible intermediate species.

In summary, based on grand-canonical first-principles calculations, which can accurately describe the positions of the Fermi level and the molecular orbitals of adsorbates, we study the electrocatalytic CO–CO coupling on Cu(100) surface. Explicit water solvent is included in our calculations. We first show that the key intermediate OCCO adsorbs on the Cu surface in the U-shape configuration under experimental conditions. Regarding the electronic structure, we identify the X–X and Y–Y orbitals to be two frontier molecular orbitals for the CO–CO coupling reaction. As the CO–CO coupling is the rate-determining step for the eCO₂R reaction towards the C₂ products, the good alignment between the Fermi level of Cu and these frontier MOs is proposed to be the origin of Cu as a unique catalyst for this reaction. Our study provides a new understanding on the mechanism of C–C coupling. It is expected that this understanding could guide the design of new catalysts for C₂ production through eCO₂R.
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